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Binarization of Color Document Images via
Luminance and Saturation Color Features

Chun-Ming Tsai and Hsi-Jian Lee

Abstract—This paper presents a novel binarization algorithm
for color document images. Conventional thresholding methods do
not produce satisfactory binarization results for documents with
close or mixed foreground colors and background colors. Initially,
statistical image features are extracted from the luminance dis-
tribution. Then, a decision-tree based binarization method is pro-
posed, which selects various color features to binarize color docu-
ment images. First, if the document image colors are concentrated
within a limited range, saturation is employed. Second, if the image
foreground colors are significant, luminance is adopted. Third, if
the image background colors are concentrated within a limited
range, luminance is also applied. Fourth, if the total number of
pixels with low luminance (less than 60) is limited, saturation is
applied; else both luminance and saturation are employed. Our
experiments include 519 color images, most of which are uniform
invoice and name-card document images. The proposed binariza-
tion method generates better results than other available methods
in shape and connected-component measurements. Also, the bina-
rization method obtains higher recognition accuracy in a commer-
cial OCR system than other comparable methods.

Index Terms—Color document, color feature, decision-tree, lu-
minance, name-card, saturation, uniform invoice.

I. INTRODUCTION

PATTERN recognition is the study of how machines can ob-
serve the environment, learn to distinguish patterns of in-

terest from their background and make sound and reasonable
decisions about the categories of the patterns [1]. Document
image analysis (DIA) is one of the applications of pattern recog-
nition. It aims to convert document images to symbolic forms
for modification, storage, retrieval, reuse transmission [2]. Most
existing research in digital image processing deals only with
monochrome images. Some of this research can be extended to
the processing of color images in a straightforward fashion [3].
We also extend conventional image processing methods to ana-
lyze color document images.

Because of the advancement of color printing technology,
color document images are employed increasingly. Documents
can be digitized and then recognized via optical character recog-
nition (OCR) techniques. For most OCR engines, character fea-
tures are extracted and trained from binary character images. It
is relatively difficult to obtain satisfactory binarization images
from various kinds of document images. Moreover, it is difficult
to extract text from these color document images. Several color
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document image properties may yield unsatisfactory binariza-
tion results. Two of these are described as follows: foreground
colors are close to or mixed with background colors in the gray
level histogram [Fig. 1(a) and (b) ] and Fig. 2 background con-
tains mostly gray levels and foreground contains varying colors
with very few pixels [Fig. 1(c) and (d)]. To binarize these color
document images, document layout, intensity distributions, and
color features may be employed. Herein, color feature is applied
for binarization.

Segmentation is the first stage of color document image
analysis. The methods can be classified into five groups [4]–[6]:
1) feature-space-based techniques; 2) image-domain-based
techniques;3)physics-based techniques;4) fuzzyset techniques;
and 5) hybrid techniques. The feature-space-based techniques
arebasedoncolor featuressuchas luminance,saturationandhue.
The techniques can be further divided into clustering, adaptive

-mean clustering and histogram thresholding. These methods
do not take into consideration spatial locations of pixels [4]. The
image-domain-based techniques prefer using spatial grouping.
These algorithms usually include split-and-merge, region
growing, edge-based and neural network-based classification
techniques [4]. If the objects portrayed in the color images are
affected by highlights, shadowing and shadows, the former two
groups of techniques are prone to segmentation errors. All these
phenomena cause the appearance of color to change drastically.
To overcome this drawback, models of the physical interaction
are introduced in the segmentation algorithms. This motivates
the physics-based techniques [4]. The fuzzy set techniques use
the fuzzy theory to segment color images. The hybrid techniques
combine some of the above methods to segment color images. In
this paper, we will extend conventional histogram thresholding
techniques,whichare feature-space-based techniques, toprocess
color document images.

Histogram thresholding is a well-known technique for gray
level image segmentation. Many thresholding methods have
been proposed. Thresholding techniques can be classified
into three classes, which are global, local and hybrid. Global
thresholding methods find a threshold from the information of
an entire image. Sahooet al. [7] evaluated more than twenty
global thresholding methods via uniformity and shape mea-
sures. They concluded that Otsu’s class separability method
[8], Tsai’s moment preserving method [9] and Kapuret al.’s
entropy method [10] are satisfactory. Lee and Chung [11]
compared five global thresholding methods employing the
error probability, shape uniformity measures as the criteria.
They concluded that the methods of Otsu and Kittler and Illing-
worth [12], [13] yielded relatively acceptable results. Otsu’s
method assumed that the thresholded images have two normal
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Fig. 1. Two properties of color document images that render binarization unsatisfactory. (a) A source image with inseparable foreground colors and background
colors in the gray level histogram. (b) Inseparable gray level histogram. (c) A source image takes a mostly gray level population in the background andvarying
colors with very few pixels in the foreground. (d) Background-major histogram.

distributions with similar variances. The threshold is selected
by partitioning the image pixels into two classes at the gray
level that maximizes the between-class scatter measurement.
Kittler and Illingworth’s methods assumed that the thresholded
images have two normal distributions with distinct variances.
They derived a criterion function that minimizes the average
pixel classification error rate. Notably, when the foreground
and background intensities can be separated clearly, the global
methods yield good threshold results the execute time is fast.
However, there are many shortcomings for global methods.
1) When images have highly unequal population sizes, global
methods tend to split the larger mode into two halves [12],
[13]. 2) If the gray levels of foreground and background are in-
separable, global methods cannot find acceptable thresholds. 3)
Global methods cannot handle images with gradually decaying
background or with texture. In short, global methods neglect
the spatial relationships among pixels. This paper intends to
solve the first two problems.

Local thresholding methods determine an individual
threshold for each pixel according to the intensities of its own
and its neighbor. Trier and Taxt [14] and Trier and Jain [15]
evaluated 11 popular local methods for map images. Their
experimental results demonstrated that when using the OCR en-
gine of Trier and Jain, the methods of Niblack [16] and Bernsen
[17] produced better and faster OCR results. Based upon local
means and standard deviations, Niblack’s method defined
varying threshold values upon the image. Bernsen’s method
detected the lowest and the highest gray level, and ,
in a square window centered at ( ). The threshold of
pixel ( ) is defined as . In sum,
local methods yield better experimental results, but are slower
than global methods.

Hybrid thresholding methods combine both global and local
methods. Liu and Li [18] proposed a 2-D Otsu thresholding
method, which performs much better than the 1-D Otsu method
does, when images are corrupted by noise. Their method calcu-
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Fig. 2. Two examples in which hue cannot be used for binarization properly. (a) Hue histogram of Fig. 1(a) and (b) hue histogram of Fig. 1(c).

lates the local average gray level within a limited window. They
constructed a 2-D histogram, in which the-axis and the -axis
are the gray value and the local average gray level, respectively.
The optimal threshold vector ( ) is selected at the maximum
between-class variance. Gonget al. [19] proposed a fast 2-D
Otsu method to accelerate Liu and Li’s method. Via this method,
the computation complexity can be decreased from to

, where is the number of gray levels. Both the compu-
tation time and the memory space are reduced greatly, while the
segmentation quality is maintained. In addition, Tseng and Lee
[20] proposed a document image binarization method, which
is a two-layer block extraction method. In the first layer, dark
backgrounds are extracted by locating connected-components.
In the second layer, background intensities are determined and
removed from each component. In comparison, hybrid methods
have better experimental results, but are also slower than global
methods.

Conventional thresholding methods are performed on gray
level images. However, we aim to process color document
images. Since the color pixels are represented by or
some transformation of , their histograms are represented
by a 3-D array. Selecting thresholds from the histograms is not
easy and the computational time is high. One way to solve this
problem is to develop efficient storing and processing methods
to handle information in the 3-D color space; some are reported
in [21], [22]. Another way is to project the 3-D space onto a
lower dimensional (2-D or 1-D) [5], [20], [23] and [24]. Cheng
and Sun [5] proposed a two-phase color image segmentation
algorithm, which extends the histogram to a homogeneity
histogram. The homogeneity is defined as a composition of
two components: standard deviation and discontinuity of the
intensities. In the first phase, uniform regions are identified
via multilevel thresholding on the homogeneity histogram.
In the second phase, the hue histogram is analyzed in each
uniform region. Their method is a kind of hybrid thresholding.
Tseng and Lee [20] transformed a color document image
into a luminance (intensity) image. Celenk [23] proposed a
simple dimensionality reduction approach that constrains the
shape of clusters in the cylindrical coordinates of cube-root

systems and use a 1-D thresholding scheme in human color
perception ( : lightness, : hue, : chroma). However, the
overall computation time is high. Tsenget al. [24] use only hue
information and suggest a circular histogram thresholding of
such attributes.

In contrast to the above projection methods focusing on the
hue feature [5], [23] and [24], we present in this paper a new bi-
narization method for color document images via luminance and
saturation features. Hue is a useful attribute that provides suffi-
cient information for color segmentation [24], but has many dis-
advantages as follows. 1) Hue is meaningless when luminance
is very low or high [24], [25]. 2) Hue is unstable when satura-
tion is very low [5], [25], [26]. 3) Hue cannot distinguish small
color change [5]. 4) the effective ranges of hue have to be de-
termined [24]; that is, we have to determine which region in an
image is achromatic and which region is chromatic an accurate
achromatic area is difficult to establish. 5) In real-time applica-
tions, speed is important, hue needs more time to be transformed
from the color space than luminance and saturation do. 6)
It is difficult to use hue to threshold color document images with
inseparable foreground colors and backgrounds colors. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 1(a), the foreground digits and reverse text appear
in the foreground. These have hue in the range from blue to red.
In Fig. 1(c), the major part of the foreground is text, which has
achromatic colors. The hue histograms of Fig. 1(a) and (c) are
shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), in which the-axis represents the
hue degree and the-axis represents the number of pixels for
each degree. It is improper to use hue to threshold these docu-
ment images.

The reasons that components from different color spaces are
not used are summarized below. First, the and color
spaces are nonuniform chromaticity scale. An adequate segmen-
tation result depends on segmentation techniques by detecting
similarity among the attributes of image pixels [24]. However,
the similarity measure (Euclidean distance) between two colors
in or do not necessarily reflect the visual sepa-
ration between these two colors [6]. We can apply the thresh-
olding method for each component and combine the results.
However, when an image with inseparable foreground and back-
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ground colors, each color component cannot produce proper re-
sults. Also, it is difficult to find a strategy to combine the results
from different color components. Second, theCMYcolor space
is used in connection with generating hardcopy output. The in-
verse transform fromCMYto is generally of no practical
interest. When we apply the thresholding method for each com-
ponent, their results are improper. Third, in theHSIcolor space,
the problems of using hue have been described in the preceding
paragraph. The intensity is defined as .
A pure red color (255, 0, 0) and a pure green color (0, 255, 0),
for example, have the same intensity value(85) and cannot be
distinguished. It is important to differentiate these two colors in
general applications. Fourth, in theYIQ color space, the lumi-
nance and color information (InphaseandQuadrature) are
decoupled. Luminance is proportional to the amount of light
perceived by the eye [25]; therefore, it can be regarded as in-
tensity. For the pure red and green colors, the corresponding lu-
minance values are different, 76.245 and 149.685, respectively,
and can be separated [20]. Fifth, transformations to other per-
ceptually based spaces such as CIE Lab and CIE Luv take much
computation time [6].

However, no single thresholding scheme gives satisfactory
segmentation results on a variety of images [2]. Particularly,
when the gray levels of both foreground and background are
inseparable, all of the above methods fail to provide good and
efficient threshold results. Therefore, the objective of this inves-
tigation is to propose a method that can process color document
images either via conventional threshold methods or with the
two additional properties. These include foreground colors
that are close to or mixed with background colors in the gray
level histograms and the background color has chiefly a gray
level population. This paper presents a thresholding scheme
to be applicable on a variety of images, including uniform
invoices, name-cards, calligraphy documents, advertisements,
magazines, newspapers, brochures and so on.

Fig. 3 illustrates the system flow diagram proposed. The color
document image is initially transformed into the luminance and
saturation spaces. Then, the luminance histogram is computed
and a Gaussian smoothing filter is employed to remove unreli-
able peaks and valleys upon the histogram. The threshold can-
didates are then selected from the histogram. Next, the entire
image distribution is analyzed to extract statistical features to
be applied in a decision tree. The tree decides if luminance, sat-
uration, or both features will be employed to binarize color doc-
ument images. Finally, the color features binarize the images.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes theLScolor features, which are employed to binarize
color documents. Section III presents the decision tree, which
decides whether saturation, or luminance or both will be em-
ployed. Section IV explains the color image thresholding algo-
rithm. Section V provides and discusses the experimental re-
sults. Finally, Section VI includes the conclusion and sugges-
tions for future works.

II. COLOR FEATURES

A robust document reading system must process color,
gray-level and binary images. Generally, several techniques,

Fig. 3. Flow diagram of the proposed system.

including document layout analysis, character segmentation
and character recognition, are developed to manipulate binary
images. Hence, to binarize color and gray-level images, a
binarization module must be applied. Notably, when document
images have inseparable gray levels both in the foreground and
background, the global, local and hybrid thresholding methods
fail to provide good binarization results. For example, via the
thresholding methods of Gong, Otsu, and Kittler, Fig. 4(b)–(d)
depict poor binary images of Fig. 4(a). Within a histogram, the
Otsu and Kittler methods tend to divide the larger distribution
into two halves [Fig. 4(e)and (f), respectively]. Herein, to
binarize color document images, color features, saturation and
luminance, are applied.

A. LS Color Features

TheLScolor features are employed from theLHScolor model
[27]–[29]. This model describes colors in a more readily under-
stood fashion.Luminance, Lum, is the brightness of the color,
similar to gray level.Saturation, Sat, is a measure of the amount
of white within the color, such as, pink is red with more white,
that is, it is less saturated than a pure red. Increasing or de-
creasingLummakes colors lighter or darker, respectively. When
Satis decreased, the colors become grayer [30]. The luminance
[25], [27]–[33], Lum, which is defined by

(1)

In this formula, denotes black and
white. The weights reflect the eye’s brightness sensitivity to the

. The saturation,Sat, which is defined [25], [27]–[33] by

(2)

Within this formula, the lowest and highest saturation are 0
and 255, respectively.

B. Negatively Scaled Saturation

Herein, a negatively scaled version of saturation is defined as
follows:

(3)
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Fig. 4. Binarization via Gong’s, Otsu’s, and Kittler’s thresholding methods. (a) Source image, (b) Gong’s 2-D Otsu method, (c) Otsu’s method, (d) Kittler’s
method, (e) Inseparable luminance histogram threshold by Otsu’s threshold value (197), (f) threshold by Kittler’s threshold value (201), and (g) separable negatively
scaled saturation histogram of Fig. 4(a) Notably, there is a large peak on the left side.

Within this formula, the highest and lowest saturation are 0
and 255, respectively. For pure black, that is, all are 0,
the saturation is undefined and thus, fixed at zero herein. Neg-
atively scaled saturation has two advantages: 1) producing an
image that correlates closely with luminance when we display
saturation and 2) employing the same conventional thresholding
methods as luminance does. Furthermore, the saturation his-
togram, like the luminance histogram, can be computed.

C. Usage of Negatively Scaled Saturation

Saturation provides a measure of the degree to which a pure
color is diluted by white light [25]. There are two cases herein.
First, negatively scaled saturation is employed for thresholding

when the luminance distributions of the foreground and the
background are inseparable. For example, in Fig. 4(e) indicate
that the luminance histogram of Fig. 4(a) is inseparable and in
Fig. 4(g) reveals that the negatively scaled saturation histogram
of Fig. 4(a) is separable. Notably, there is a large peak on the
left side of Fig. 4(g).

Second, both luminance and negatively scaled saturation are
applied for thresholding when the entire image has large lumi-
nancevariance and the background contains the most population,
alsowitha large variance. Fig.5 illustrates the application ofboth
of the luminance and saturation features. Fig. 5(a) depicts the lu-
minance histogram with large variance and the background con-
tainsthemostpopulation,alsowithalargevariance.Fig.5(b) indi-
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Fig. 5. Example that uses both luminance and saturation features. (a) Not easy separable luminance histogram, (b) separable negatively scaled saturation
histogram, and (c) diagram to explain the use of both luminance and saturation features.F denotes foreground,B background,L luminance axis,S saturation
axis andL andS is the threshold of the luminance and saturation, respectively.

cates that the negatively scaled saturation histogram can be sep-
arated into two distributions. However, a few foreground pixels
contain higher saturation (from (saturation threshold) to 255),
which representsanunsaturatedarea.Typically, thesepixelshave
a lower luminance, in fact less than (luminance threshold). In
this instance, if both features are employed, the foreground and
background can be separated. Fig. 5(c) confirms this, in which

denotes foreground, is background, is luminance axis
and is saturation axis. In the following discussion, saturation
denotes negatively scaled saturation.

III. D ECISION FLOW FOR EITHER SATURATION

OR LUMINANCE OR BOTH

In order to binarize color document images by the decision-
based method, statistical image features are extracted from the
luminance distribution. These features are used to determine a
path in the decision tree. Here, three points are assumed. First,
color distributions in document images are distributed normally.
Second, the majority of distribution is located in the background
of the image and third, the background has higher luminance
levels than the foreground does. To compute the luminance for
an input color document image, first, (1) is used. Then, the lu-
minance histogram is computed, where the number of
pixels with the various levels of brightness from black to white
is shown. The histogram represents a probability distribution of
the brightness levels. Finally, to obtain reliable peaks and val-
leys, a Gaussian smoothing filter is applied to smooth the orig-
inal histogram, thus removing unreliable peaks and valleys.

A. Gaussian Smoothing Filter [34]–[37]

The Gaussian convolution of a luminance histogram
depends upon both and , namely, the Gaussian standard
deviation. The convolution function is provided by

(4)

where “ ” denotes the convolution operator and is
the Gaussian function. The degree of smoothing is controlled by
the standard deviation of the Gaussian function. The larger the
standard deviation is, the smoother the function
is. Notably, in [36],[37] the smoothing parameter is predeter-
mined. However, in our proposed method, the standard devia-
tion is decided automatically.

Standard deviation is defined herein based upon the ma-
jority of the widths within the luminance histogram. In a his-
togram , if and

, then luminance is a valley. The highest point between
two successive valleys is a peak, which identifies a distribution.
Therefore, the widths between two successive valleys are com-
puted and thus, the maximum width, , among the widths
is determined. Next, the width histogram for all peaks from zero
to is computed. After the highest point in the width his-
togram is located, which is regarded as the standard deviation

of the widths, (4) is employed to convolute the histogram
) that provides smoothing histogram.

B. Selection of Threshold Candidates

After the small peaks and valleys have been removed, the
average differences are employed as the first derivation with
which to determine the major peaks and valleys. The average
difference in point is defined by

(5)

A peak is defined as a positive to negative crossover in the first
derivation of the smoothed histogram. Furthermore, a valley is
defined as a negative to positive crossover. All peaks and val-
leys from the first derivation of the smoothed histogram were
discovered. In cases where the peaks and valleys are too close,
they will be removed if the distance between a valley and a peak
is less than the standard deviation. The remaining valleys are
the candidate threshold values.

C. Features Employed

The backgroundof a document image is defined as the re-
gion with the maximum population. To decide whether to em-
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ploy saturation, or luminance, or both features for binarization,
four statistical features were defined, based upon the luminance
distribution in the decision tree.

1) The luminance variance, , of the entire image: This
feature describes whether the distribution of the entire
image is wide or narrow.

2) The ratio of the population of the foreground to the
background: Thecolor population for color, , is
defined as

(6)

where , , are the valleys of the luminance
histogram. Each color,, has aleft valley and aright
valley , which are threshold candidates. Then, the
ratio is defined as

(7)

where is the total number of pixels within the whole
color image and max is the background popula-
tion, which has a left valley and a right valley .
If is greater than a threshold, the image is dubbed
foreground-significant, otherwisebackground-major.

3) The luminance variance, ,of the background distribu-
tion: This feature describes whether the background dis-
tribution is concentrated within a specific range or not.

4) The total number, , of pixels that range between the
lowest luminance 0 andlow-level luminance: The low-
level luminanceis 60. Notably, within human perception,
pixels with a luminance of less than 60 are black. This
feature describes whether the number of lower luminance
pixels is large or small. In sum, to illustrate these four fea-
tures, Fig. 6 contains an example of the luminance his-
togram to explain the features used.

D. Decision Tree

After the features are extracted from the color distribution, a
decision tree is used to decide if luminance, saturation, or both
features are to be applied. Fig. 7 illustrates the diagram of the de-
cision tree, which displays five thresholding cases. CaseA uses
saturation, if the luminance variance,, of the entire image is
small. In CaseB, luminance is adopted if the ratio of the
foreground to background color is significant. CaseC also uses
luminance for thresholding, if the luminance variance,, of the
background color is small. CaseE uses saturation for thresh-
olding if the total number of pixels, , of the lower image
foreground is small. Finally, Case E uses both luminance and
saturation for thresholding. These five thresholding cases are
described in detail in the following section.

IV. COLOR IMAGE THRESHOLDING

A. Luminance-Based Thresholding

In Fig. 7, there are two cases that apply luminance for thresh-
olding, which are CasesB andC. Images of the former contain
two properties. They are 1) the luminance variance,, of the

Fig. 6. An example of the luminance histogram to explain the four features
used.N andN are the total numbers of foreground and background pixels,
respectively.

Fig. 7. Diagram of the decision tree to determine whether either saturation
feature (denoted asSat), or luminance feature (Lum) or both for binarization are
to be applied.

entire image is large and 2) the foreground colors are signif-
icant, that is, is large. These properties suggest that the
background and the foreground are separable, but the optimum
threshold values cannot be obtained easily between foreground
and background. Fig. 8 illustrates two examples for CaseB. If
Otsu’s method is employed, owing to improper thresholds, bad
binarization results will be obtained. In the following section,
a foreground-significant thresholding algorithm is presented to
binarize images of this case.
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Fig. 8. Two luminance smoothed distributions of Case B. Their foreground
and background are separable, but the optimum threshold values cannot be
obtained easily between foreground and background. (a) Three candidate
thresholds and (b) eight candidate thresholds.

Fig. 9. Two examples of CaseC. The foreground and background are
separable and the background is concentrated within a certain range. (a) Seven
candidate thresholds and (b) 11 candidate thresholds.

Images within CaseC possess three properties. These are 1)
the luminance variance, , of the entire image is large; 2) the
background colors are prominent, that is, is low; 3) the lu-
minance variance, , of the background is low. These proper-
ties imply that the background and the foreground are separable
and that the background color distribution is concentrated within
a particular range. Fig. 9 displays two luminance histograms for
this case. If Otsu’s method is applied, due to improper thresh-
olds, bad empirical results will be obtained. In Section IV-A2,
a background-major thresholding algorithm is presented to bi-
narize the images of this case.

1) Foreground-Significant Thresholding:Because of the
two properties of CaseB, stated previously, conventional
thresholding methods fail to produce satisfactory threshold
results. Therefore, to partition CaseB into two subclasses,
another feature was defined. This feature is thedistance, ,
between the right valley of themaximum foreground, which
is the region with the second highest population, that is, the
second , defined in Section III-C and the left valley of
the background.

In CaseB1, the distance, , is small [Fig. 8(a)]. It in-
dicates that the maximum foreground and the background are
close. The luminance threshold value is defined as the middle
between the maximum foreground and the background. In Case
B2, the distance, , is large [Fig. 8(b)]. It implies that the
maximum foreground and the background are distant. Notably,
in the middle between the maximum foreground and the back-
ground, many small color distributions exist, which are regarded

Fig. 10. An example for the gray level triangle thresholding method, which be
used in our saturation-based thresholding method.

as foreground. In this manner, the left valley of the background,
the threshold, separates foreground and background.

2) Background-Major Thresholding:In CaseC, the back-
ground and the foreground are separable and the background
is concentrated with a distinct range. Since the foreground and
background are separated by left valley of the background, the
left valley becomes the threshold value. If the luminance value
of a pixel is greater than the threshold value, then the pixel is
held as white, otherwise, it is black.

B. Saturation-Based Thresholding

According to our analyses, CasesA andD apply saturation
for thresholding. Images of CaseA have one property. Restated,
the luminance variance, , of the entire image is small, which
implies that the background and the foreground of the domain
cannot be separated easily. A saturation-based thresholding
method is proposed for this case.

Images within CaseD have four primary properties. These
are 1) the luminance variance,, of the entire image is large; 2)
the background luminance is substantial, that is, is small;
3) the luminance variance, , of the background is large; and
4) the total number of pixels, , of the lower luminance is
small. Therefore, the background and the foreground that con-
tain these properties in the luminance domain cannot be sepa-
rated easily. An alternate saturation-based thresholding method
is recommended for this case.

Preprocessing of the saturation-based thresholding methods
are similar to the decision flow provided in Section III. First,
the histogram is computed for the saturation. Second, via
the Gaussian smoothing filter, the saturation histogram
is smoothened to remove unreliable peaks and valleys. Third,
to select candidate peaks and valleys, the threshold selection
algorithm was employed. Last, compute the saturation variance,

, of the entire image.
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Fig. 11. Both luminance and saturation. (a) Source color document image. (b) Source image in the luminance domain. (c) Source image in the saturation domain.
(d) Luminance histogram of the pixels, which have saturation values greater than the saturation threshold value.

Fig. 12. Example for using luminance and saturation features. (a) AnLS color imageof Fig. 11(a). (b) The color histogram of Fig. 11(a). inLSspace is shown
by 2-D histogram. The number of pixels is represented by different colors. The less the number of pixels is, the closer is the color to blue. The more the number
of pixels is, the closer is the color to red.

Fig. 13. Luminance variance threshold selectiondenotes a good threshold
result by the saturation-based thresholding and O denotes a bad one.

The saturation-based thresholding method contain herein is
based upon the gray level triangle method [38], which contains
three chief properties. First, it determines the threshold value

TABLE I
NUMBER OF IMAGES OF THE FIVE

DECISION CASES

near the foot of the background. Second, the area with large gray
level variations is classified as the foreground. Third, this mech-
anism can be implemented easily. Fig. 10 depicts the method to
locating the foot of a single peak gray level histogram. Notably,
a line is constructed between the highest peak,and the lowest
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Fig. 14. Binarization results of Fig. 1(a). (a) Our saturation-based binarization method (CasesA andD) and other luminance-based thresholding method. (b)–(f)
Tseng, Gong, Otsu, Kittler, and triangle luminance-based binarization methods, respectively.

value, , located between the gray value and in the
-axis. For each -axis value from to , the distance, d,

from the top of the histogram to the connecting line fromto
was calculated. The-axis value with the maximum distance

is the optimal threshold value, .
As stated previously, to binarize images, two saturation-based

thresholding methods are proposed. The conventional triangle
method is effective only when the foreground pixels produce
a weak peak in the histogram. The triangle method produces
poor experimental findings when the foreground pixels display
pronounced peaks. To partition the two methods, two features
are defined, which are the number of peaks and the saturation
histogram variance. That is, to obtain the saturation threshold
value, , the first triangle thresholding method is employed
when the saturation variance,, of the entire image is small or

the peak number is one. Otherwise, the second triangle thresh-
olding method is applied.

The procedure for the first triangle thresholding method is as
follows.

1) Locate the highest unsaturated position, and the
lowest saturated position, , of the saturation distri-
bution.

2) Compute the distance,, between the line and the his-
togram for values of from to

.
3) Select the optimal threshold value, as the -axis value

with the maximum distance.

The procedure of the second triangle thresholding method is
as follows.
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Fig. 15. Binarization results of Fig. 1(c). (a) Our luminance-based binarization method (CasesB and C). (b)–(f) Tseng, Gong, Otsu, Kittler, and triangle
luminance-based binarization methods, respectively.

1) Determine the highest unsaturated position, , of the
highest peak from unsaturated 255 decreasingly.

2) Determine the highest saturated position, , of the first
peak from saturated 0 increasingly.

3) Construct a line between the peak of the histogram at
and the lowest value , which is represented as

(8)

where , and are coefficients and are given by

(9)

(10)

(11)

4) If the histogram is greater than ,
then the distance,, between the line and the histogram

is computed for all values of from
to . Otherwise, is computed from to

, where is the left valley of the highest
unsaturated peak and is the right valley of the
first saturated peak. The distance,, between the line and
a point is computed by

(12)

The best saturation threshold value, , occurs
where the distance between and the line is max-
imal.
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Fig. 16. Binarization results of Fig. 11(a). (a) Our luminance and saturation-based binarization method (CaseE). (b)–(f) Tseng, Gong, Otsu, Kittler, and triangle
luminance-based binarization methods, respectively.

C. Luminance and Saturation-Based Thresholding

CaseE contains images that employ both luminance and sat-
uration for thresholding. These images have four properties: 1)
the luminance variance, , of the entire image is large; 2) The
background colors are pronounced, that is, is small; 3)
The luminance variance, , of the background is large; and
4) the total number of pixels, , of the lower luminance
is large. These properties indicate that, within the luminance
domain, the background and the foreground are not separated
easily. Fig. 11 illustrates the reasons for application of both lu-
minance and saturation for thresholding. Fig. 11(a) displays a
source color document image. Fig. 11(b) and (c) depict the im-
ages in the luminance and the saturation domains. The lumi-
nance histogram has been shown in Fig. 5(a). Due to the prox-
imity of the foreground and background colors, they are not sep-
arated easily. Fig. 11(d) demonstrates the luminance histogram
of those pixels that have saturation values greater than the satu-
ration threshold value. Therefore, if the saturation-based thresh-
olding is applied to threshold these images, some foreground

colors will be missed. There are many colors that have low lu-
minance and high saturation values. If we only use luminance
or saturation to threshold these images, the results are unsatis-
factory. We define anLS color imageto explain this view, which
is described as follows.

An LS color imageis defined as a 2-D color function, which
contains 256 256 pixels. A pixel with a value of color,, in
coordinate ( ) is denoted as , where is from zero to
L in the luminance domain, is from 0 to S in the saturation
domain and is a function of . For example, Fig. 12(a)
illustrates theLS color imageof Fig. 11(a). The luminance and
saturation threshold values divide theLS color imageinto four
quadrants. For example, quadrant 1 contains high saturation and
low luminance pixels. The other quadrants can be defined sim-
ilarly. Better experimental results are obtained via both lumi-
nance and saturation and by filling Quadrant 3 with white and
the remaining with black. The LS color histogram is shown in
Fig. 12(b) , in which the number of pixels is represented by dif-
ferent colors. The less the number of pixels is, the closer is the
color to blue. The more the number of pixels is, the closer is the
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Fig. 17. Comparison with the results using counts of connected-components to evaluate the binarization of Fig. 1(a). (a) Our saturation-based thresholding, (b)
Otsu’s method, (c) Kittler’s method, and (d) the triangle method.

color to red. In this figure, we show that it is proper to employ
both luminance and saturation for thresholding.

Luminance and saturation-based thresholding is summarized
as follows:

1) establish the luminance threshold value as the left valley
of the background;

2) determine the saturation threshold value through the
method introduced in Section IV-B;

3) if both the luminance and saturation values are greater
than their threshold values, then output white otherwise
output black.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The binarization algorithm proposed for color document im-
ages was implemented as a Windows-based application on a
Pentium II-350 PC. All test documents were scanned at a res-
olution of 300 dots per inch (dpi). The test documents and the
threshold conclusions were saved as true color and binary im-
ages, respectively.

Our test color document images consist of 519 different
color document images, which included images from uniform
invoices, name-cards, calligraphy documents, advertisements,
magazines, newspapers and brochures. Several fixed param-
eters were obtained experimentally and employed herein.
Furthermore, to determine the size of the four features, such

TABLE II
TOTAL NUMBER OF CONNECTED-COMPONENTS, THE RATIOS OF SMALL ,

MEDIAN AND LARGE CONNECTED-COMPONENTS, THE SHAPE MEASURE AND

THRESHOLDVALUES FORFIGS. 1(A), 1(C) AND 11(A). F1: FEATURES, F2:
FIGURES, NCC: NUMBER OF C.C., SCCR: SMALL C.C. RATIO, MCCR:

MEDIAN C.C. RATIO, LCCR: LARGE C.C. RATIO, TV: THRESHOLDVALUE, Lt:
LUMINANCE THRESHOLD, AND St: SATURATION THRESHOLD

as the luminance variance, , of the entire image within the
decision tree, 25 color documents for each class in the training
set were employed.

The procedure applied to compute the threshold of the
luminance variance, , is as follows. 1) Compute the lumi-
nance variance, , for all training images. 2) Employ the
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Fig. 18. An example of our binarization result from an OCR system. (a) Original document after layout analysis and (b) results after the OCR process. The
recognition rate is 99.5%.

Fig. 19. An example of Otsu binarization result from an OCR system. (a) Original document after layout analysis and (b) result after the OCR process. The
recognition rate is 88.5%.

saturation-based thresholding method to binarize all training
images. 3) If the binarization results are satisfactory, the results
were recorded as good. Otherwise, they were recorded as
bad. 4) Sort the luminance variances,, of all the training
images in increasing order. 5) Set the lower bound of the bad
binarization results as the threshold of the luminance variance,

. Fig. 13 illustrates the diagram of the training procedure.
Herein, the luminance variance threshold was 400. To obtain
parameter values in other decision flows, similar procedures
were applied. Some examples are presented as follows.

According to the decision tree, Table I confirms the total im-
ages of the five cases employed in the experiments. Each case
has a distinct ratio of images, which represent an appropriate
classification of the decision tree. Furthermore, to threshold im-
ages of various classes varying features were applied.

Fig. 14 presents the binarization results of Fig. 1(a) via our
saturation-based thresholding (CasesA andD) and other lumi-
nance-based thresholding methods. Fig. 1(a) has many reverse
texts appear in the foreground. Fig. 14(b)–(f) confirm the ex-
perimental results of Tseng’s, Gong’s, Otsu’s, Kittler’s, as well
as the triangle methods. For the latter three methods, the se-
lected luminance threshold values were 232, 232, and 217, re-
spectively. Tseng and Gong’s methods are hybrid thresholding
methods. For our method, the saturation threshold value was
237. Our method successfully extracted the foreground text in
the original color document image [Fig. 1(a)]. Others product

TABLE III
RECOGNITION RESULTS FORBINARY IMAGES OBTAINED

BY DIFFERENTMETHODS

many noises, even, extract the reverse text. Hence, in color doc-
ument images, which have inseparable foreground and back-
ground in luminance, that our method is better than other lu-
minance-based thresholding methods.

Fig. 15 presents the binarization of Fig. 1(c) via our lumi-
nance-based thresholding method (CasesB and C) and other
luminance-based thresholding method. Fig. 1(c) has a few text
characters whose luminance values are proximal to background
values. Fig. 15(a)–(f) depict the results of ours, Tseng’s, Gong’s,
Otsu’s, Kittler’s, as well as the triangle methods. For the latter
three cases, the selected luminance threshold values were 157,
218, and 216, respectively. Otsu’s method fails to consider the
population ratio of the foreground and background, which is
very small. If the text with luminance values proximal to the
background is processed via Otsu’s method, then the result are
unsatisfactory. Kittler’s method fails to consider the foreground,
which is not a normal distribution. That is, it produces both
noises and blurred characters. Notably, when a weak peak is
produced by the foreground pixels in the histogram, the triangle
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Fig. 20. An example to show that our method has better results than other local thresholding methods have. (a) Local Niblack’s method and (b) Local Bernsen’s
method.

method is effective. However, in this case, the foreground pixels
have several small peaks and scattered. Thus, rendering the bi-
narization results unsatisfactory. The dark background cannot
be properly determined in the first layer of Tseng’s method.
Thus, the binarization result is unsatisfactory. The hybrid Gong
method, which employs both global gray values and local av-
erage gray values, yields best result. However, it generates sev-
eral small holes in the character strokes. A comparison indicates
that our luminance-based thresholding method binarization ex-
tracted characters the same as Gong’s does, extracted more char-
acters than Otsu’s does and produce less noise than the other
methods do. The advantages of our method are more text is ex-
tracted and a filter is not required to remove noise.

Fig. 16 presents the binarization of Fig. 11(a) via our
luminance and saturation-based thresholding method (CaseE)
and other luminance-based thresholding method. Fig. 11(a)
has many text characters with high luminance and high sat-
uration, as well as many text characters with low luminance
and high saturation. Fig. 16(b)–(f) depict the experimental
results of Tseng’s, Gong’s, Otsu’s, Kittler’s, as well as the
triangle methods. Again, for the latter three cases, the selected
luminance threshold values were 122, 134, and 21, respec-
tively. These methods produce unsatisfactory results for color
document images, which have an inseparable foreground and
background. Furthermore, when the character luminance is
very proximal to the background, Tseng’ and Gong’s method
produce unsuitable product. The luminance and saturation
threshold values of our method were 75 and four, respectively.
Therefore, as in the above figures, our method produces a
satisfactory product.

From the above, our system produces a better product than
other methods do regarding images have inseparable foreground
and background. As well, to binarize color document images,
both luminance and saturation can be used.

To evaluate the performance of the thresholding methods,
uniformity and the shape measure are used broadly [7], [11],
[36], [37], [39]. The uniformity measure (UM) adopted from
Levine and Nazif [39] is defined as

(13)

where denotes the within-class variance of the given
threshold value and is the normalization factor which limits

TABLE IV
EXECUTION TIME OF DIFFERENTBINARIZATION METHODS

the maximum value ofUM to 1. Also, it is based upon the
region and its grayscale range. Furthermore, to measure object
shape within an image, the shape measure, SM, is used. The
detail of shape measure can be found in [7]

The performance of the thresholding upon color document
images cannot be discriminated easily with the uniformity mea-
surement. To extract text from these images and to evaluate bi-
narization, the shape measure and the small, median and large
connected-components ratios are employed, respectively. Here,
a connected-component is a maximal 8-connected pixel with
equal foreground color.

A connected-componentis classified assmall, medianand
largeby the following rules. A connected-component issmallif
the number of pixelsNP in the component is less than four and
greater than one,large if NP is greater than image area mul-
tiplied by a constant, , which was predetermined as 0.0065
and otherwise, it ismedian. Furthermore, aconnected-compo-
nent ratio is the number of connected-components divided by
the total number of connected-components. One of the main
objectives of a color document analysis system is extracting
text from color document images, which include binarization,
segmentation, recognition, and applications. In binarization, if
the luminance threshold value is high, the output may produce
a few large connected-components. However, if the luminance
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Fig. 21. Example 1, which is unsolvable by ours as well as other conventional methods. (a) A color image with both inseparable luminance and saturation, (b)
luminance histogram, and (c) saturation histogram.

Fig. 22. Example 3, which is unsolvable by ours as well as other conventional methods. (a) Color half-tone image and (b) luminance histogram.

Fig. 23. Example 2, which is unsolvable by ours as well as other conventional methods. (a) Color image with gradually decaying background and (b) luminance
histogram.

threshold value is low, segmentation may produce many small
connected-components.

Fig. 17 depicts an example for the connected-components of
Fig. 1(a), in which text on the reverse may appear on the front,
especially with thin paper. The luminance values of the back
text may be similar to that of the front. The methods of both
Otsu and Kittler produce many large connected-components.
This indicates that these two methods cannot process color doc-
ument images, which have inseparable foreground and back-
ground colors. Similarly, the triangle method produces many
small connected-components, which indicates an improper lu-

minance threshold value. In this instance, our method produces
only a few small connected-components.

The total number of connected-components, the ratios of
small, median and large connected-components, the shape
measure and threshold values for Figs. 1(a), 1(c) , and 11(a) are
listed in Table II. From this table, the score of shape measure
for our method is larger than Otsu’s, Kittler’s, and the triangle
methods have. Regarding the small and median ratios of the
connected-component, our method yields fewer small and more
median connected-components. According to evaluation, our
method has better performance than the others.
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To give an objective comparison criterion, all binary images
generated by each method were fed into a commercial OCR
system produced by Newsoft Technology Corporation. Table III
summarizes those results. From this table, our method obtains
higher recognition accuracy than other methods. The result of
our method is shown in Fig. 18 while Otsu’s method in Fig. 19.

Compound document images contain graphic or textual
content along with pictures [40]. They are common in mag-
azines, brochures, web sites, newspapers, uniform invoices,
name-cards, etc. For an application system to extract characters
from name-card images, we first use the proposed binarization
method to threshold input images. Before OCR, pictures, and
graphics are removed by use of their properties such as the
distributions, sizes and aspect ratios of connected components.

A general approach to compression of a compound image
contains three major steps [41]: 1) image segmentation into the
regions of similar data type; 2) selection of the best compres-
sion algorithm for each region; and 3) bit allocation among var-
ious regions. The segmentation approaches used in compound
document compression can be grouped into three classes [41]:
1) object-based segmentation; 2) layer-based segmentation; 3)
approximate block-based segmentation. Our proposed binariza-
tion method can be used in the first stage of compound image
segmentation.

Fig. 20 depicts the results of other local thresholding
methods. From this, our product [Fig. 16(a)] is better than
Niblack’s and Bernsen’s are, in color documents with in-
separable foreground and background. The proposed method
attempts to improve the binarization obtained by global thresh-
olding techniques, as local thresholding methods were time
consuming.

Table IV shows the execution time of the methods employed.
Our method is faster than the local Niblack’s method, equal to
Otsu’s via luminance, but slower than Otsu’s via both luminance
and saturation.

Figs. 21–23 presents several bad thresholding results. That is,
Fig. 21(a) is a color image with both inseparable luminance and
saturation. Fig. 21(b) and (c) are its luminance and saturation
histograms, respectively. Also, Fig. 22(a) is a color image with a
gradually decaying background. Fig. 22(b) is the luminance his-
togram of the former figure, which has many background peaks.
Similarly, Fig. 23(a) contains a color half-tone image, with its
luminance histogram provided in Fig. 23(b). This histogram has
many small peaks, which the proposed method cannot smooth
easily.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORKS

This study has presented a new histogram-based thresholding
method for thresholding color document images. A decision tree
was employed to decide if luminance, saturation, or both fea-
tures should be applied to threshold document images. The pro-
posed method is trained on 150 different color documents and
tested on an additional 519 color documents. The performance
analysis indicated that our method is very efficient and effec-
tive in color documents with foreground and background colors
either close or mixed. In the objective performance analysis by
OCR system, our method obtains higher recognition accuracy

than other methods. Also confirmed is that the conventional
thresholding method, when used for luminance, can also be used
for saturation. In addition, via saturation or both luminance and
saturation, a binarization method can be implemented. The mea-
surement of the connected-component ratio can be used in color
document images. Finally, the shape measure can also be used in
color document images, when their foreground and background
are proximal or mixed.

To obtain satisfactory binarization results and processing
speed, future works should focus on the following: 1) Optimize
our program; 2) process the color document images with
background distribution in a lower luminance level; and 3)
process the images with inseparable luminance and saturation,
with gradually decaying background, with texture and finally,
with half-tone colors.
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